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Introduction

42
The fat tail characteristic of sheep has a role in the survival mechanism in harsh environments (Xu phenotype, well described in Chinese breeds by Wei et al. (2015) , in Ethiopian breeds by Gizaw
55
(2008) and in Sudanese breeds by Tibin (2007) . These authors agree in categorizing the fat-tail 56 types in their countries as short fat-tail, long fat-tail and fat-rumped, and such complexity suggests 57 that many different genes have a role in the tail phenotype, considering that the three tail types were 58 also associated to different productive purposes (Wei et al. 2015) .
59
The wild ancestor of sheep was thin-tail, and the fat-tail phenotype was developed between 3000 60 and 1500 BCE in the Fertile Crescent (Moradi et al. 2010) ; at present these sheep are mainly 
65
In Italy, the Barbaresca and the Laticauda are the only two fat-tail breeds; they have been were then taken into consideration.
155
The following constraints were introduced for defining fat-tail sweeps: 1) they should include at 156 least two consecutive significant markers at ≤ 500 Kb from each other; this value was deemed from 
Results
164
The data set passing quality controls included 43,072 markers common to all the breeds. No animal 165 was excluded by filtering for genotypes missing.
166
Under positive selection, the selected locus region shows decreased diversity levels within the 167 population and increased levels between populations, leading to higher F st than the expected under based on the percent maximum sunshine in the geographical area where they were raised. These 314 authors had in fact clustered 32 native sheep breeds from all over the world according to the 315 environment they were adapted to inhabit.
316
The signal on OAR 2: 28.6-28.7 Mb, detected only in the Ossimi breed (Table 1) , was reported 317 previously as signal of adaptation to arid areas by Yang et al. (2016) . substantiating the involvement of this region also in fat deposition.
335
The genomic region on OAR 6: 69.6-69.9 Mb was shared by all the three breeds of Barbary origin,
336
and was reported previously as signature of adaptation to arid areas by Yang et al. (2016 
